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Coast Guard Proposes National Ballast
Water Regulations

by Sharonne O'Shea
Sea Grant Legal Program

On April 10, 1998, the U.S. Coast lished, it is impossible to fully eradi- new environment?

Guard proposed voluntary guidelines cate them.3 Consequently, NISA and

and regulations to implement the Na- the proposed regulations adopt a pre- The Regulatory Scheme:

tional Invasive Species Act (NISA) of ventative approach: ballast water ex- The performance goal for the pro-

19961, originally enacted in the wake change. Despite its flaws, ballast wa- gram is 100 percent removal of the bio-

of a zebra mussel invasion of the Great ter exchange remains the most effective logically dangerous water. The Coast
Lakes, NISA is one of the several pro- and efficient defense against aquatic Guard notes, "[h]owever, because ex-

grams internationally that addresses invaders, isting ballast tank and piping systems

aquatic nuisance species (ANS); in the worldwide shipping fleet were not
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the The principle of salinity variation designed to deal with this need, the eco-

United Kingdom, Germany, Sweden, is a primary rationale for ballast ex- nomic costs of requiring complete ret-

Brazil, and Japan have programs. Ad- change as a means to thwart species rofitting of those systems makes a 100
ditionally, the International Maritime introduction. Theoretically, exchange percent standard unrealistic at this

Organization's (IMO) Marine Environ- of water on the high seas increases the time." Thus, the Coast Guard will ac-
mental Protection Committee (MEPC) salinity of the water within the ballast cept an exchange of 90 percent of the

issued voluntary guidelines and contin- hold, killing any species which remain ballast water a ship carries. The Coast

ues to evaluate the adoption of a ballast after exchange. This salt water can then Guard estimates that the two methods

water protocol amendment to be exchanged in presumably less-salty employed at this time, empty/refill and

MARPOL, a treaty on marine pollution nearshore ports, killing any species flow-through exchange, provide a 95

from ships.2 which may have been picked up during
ballast water intake on the open ocean.

Plants, animals and pathogens can Seasonal flooding, reservoir and dam

be carried in ships" ballast holds and modification of stream flow, tidal influ-
introduced to new locations, worlds ences, and the constant influx of unfath-

away. They can be costly both in mort- omable quantities of water from ballast

etary and public health terms. For ex- discharges, however, mean that the

ample, the Coast Guard estimates that waters in many coastal areas naturally

hydrilta, a single aquatic plant, costs exhibit highly variable salinity. Con-

over $14 million per year merely to sequently, they may possibly provide a

control its growth in 14 states. In 1991, suitable environment for a species that

Mobile Bay, AL, experienced shellfish can withstand the salinity variation in-

bed closures as a consequence of chol- duced by ballast exchange; thus, might
era documented in ballast tanks. Once ballast exchange effectively be select-

these biological pollutants are estab- ingfor species that can survive in the
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NISA Regs

percent exchange. This means that employ another method of ballast wa- the initial salinity of the ballast water.

"anywhere between ten to a few hun- ter management -- retention or an al- This represents a figure significantly
dred metric tons of un-pumpable slop ternative system approved by theCom- below the 90 percent exchange pro-
in the bottom of the tanks or trapped in mandant --or request permission to ex- posed in this rule. Consequently, the
internal structure..." will remain, along change the ballast water at a designated, Coast Guard proposes a 32.4 ppt salin-
with the associated species residing in alternative location. Undergoing bal- ity indicator as evidence of effective

the "slop." The Coast Guard intends last exchange can compromise the in- exchange for the Great Lakes. Salinity
that the "90 percent solution" be a "use- tegrity and stability ofa ship. Thus, bal- may be used to demonstrate an ex-
ful goal by which to prompt the devel- last exchange becomes an imprudent change for ships travelling to other re-
opment of some short-term interim activity in times of foul weather. While gions but as detailed below, these ex-
measures that eneeded. Understand- recognizing that crew safety is a prior- changes are voluntary so no specific
ing how a standard set at 90 percent-- ity, however, this provision appears to salinity parameter applies.
five percent below the existing, reatis- provide no incentive to maintain bal-
tic exchange standard of 95 percent-- last equipment or phase out those ves- Voluntary Ballast Exchange:
provides any incentive to research, de- sels which cannot meet the standard and Ship masters destined for ports
vetop, or implement means of achier- bring moreenvironmentally-sound yes- other than the Great Lakes are encour-
ing the 100 percent goal is difficult, sels on-line. No mention is made of aged to employ any one or a combina-

how the Coast Guard will ensure a yes- tion of ballast management methods: a
According to legislative directive, sel actually retains ballast water when 90 percent ballast water exchange in the

the Coast Guard created regulations that that method is selected, for example, open ocean; ballast water retention; or
hark back to a favorite phrase of par- an approved alternate method.
ents: "You aren't going to like it ifI have The new regulations have three
to come in there and make you do it." primary thrusts: changes to the exist- Any alternative methods propose(l
If the Coast Guard finds compliance ing standards applicable to the Great for use must also be "environmentally
with the voluntary program, to be "in- Lakes; creation of a voluntary ballast sound." That is they "minimize adverse
adequate" or if vessel operators fail to exchange program for vessels entering impacts on non-target organisms and
submit reports, _,hevoluntary guidelines U.S. waters -- other than the Great ecosystems and.., emphasize integrated
will become mandatory and carry civil Lakes or the Hudson River -- from pest management techniques and non-
and criminal penalties. Unfortunately outside the exclusive economic zone chemical measures. With respect to al-
for this unique approach, the regulations (EEZ); and a mandatory reporting re- ternative ballast water treatment meth-
provide no standard or definition for quirement for all vessels entering U.S. ods, chemical treatment of the ballast
"inadequate." Consequently, the pro- waters from outside of the EEZ if their water will not be considered environ-

gram could languish in discretionary voyage included a destination beyond mentally sound if it results, or is likely
inaction indefinitely, the EEZ, including Hawaii and Alaska. to result, in the release of harmful con-

Because they address only voyages in- centrations of chemicals or by-products
Enforcement authority includes cluding ports of call beyond the EEZ, into the environment outsidethe ballast

sampling ballast water and sediment, the regulations omit a significant num- tank." This provision demonstrates
examining ship documents, and mak- ber of interstate voyages that can assist foresight on the part of the Coast Guard
ing other appropriate inquiries, in the spread of introduced species. For to ensure one environmental hazard is

example, a ship taking on ballast in not merely traded for another.
The program exempts crude oil Houston may travel to New Orleans and

tankers engaged in coastwise trade from Tampa with no restriction or monitor- Reporting Requirements:
exchange of ballast water although they ing of its ballast activity and contribute Vessel masters must provide a va-
must participate in the reporting proto- to the spread of a nuisance species riety of information including last port
col described beEow, Additionally, pas- throughout the Gulf Coast. of call; next port of call; the total amount
senger vessels fitted with treatment sys- :of ballast water carried and total ballast
terns designed to kill aquatic organisms Great Lakes Changes: water capacity; whether a ballast water
in their ballast water and operate them Currendy, the Great Lakes/Hudson management plan exists and is in use
as designed are currently exempted. River regulations require a ballast ex- for the vessel; the date, location, vol-

change which will result in aminimum ume and temperature of ballast water
The regulations allow the master ballast water salinity level of 30 parts taken on prior to exchange; the date lo-

of a vessel unable to conduct a ballast per thousand (PP0. The Coast Guard cation, volume and percent exchanged
exchange"due to weather, vessel archi- has calculated that this standard can of ballast water and the combined sea

tectural design, equipment failure, or often mean an exchange volume of height at the time of the exchange; the
otherextraordinary conditions" to either 83.33 percent or less depending upon date, location, volume, and salinity of
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Exotic A( uatics

water to be discharged into U.S. waters; section or question in the Federal Reg- July, 1991;IMOResolutionA.774(18), adopted

and the intended location for disposal ister notice to which your question or Nov.1993;lMOAssemblyResotutionA.868(20),
of sediment from ballast tanks that may comments apply, approved in Nov.1997.The guidelines were re-
be discharged. This information can printed by the Coast Guard and may be found at

then be used to study patterns of dis- Docket Management Facility, 56Fed.Reg. 64,831.A memberof theU.S.del-
charge as related to introduction of new [USCG-98-3423] egation to the IMO.AllegraCangelosi estimates
species as well as voluntary compliance W.S. Dept. of Transportation, actiontoamendMARPOLwiltbea reality within
with the ballast exchange program. Room PL-401 thedecade,a fastpacefor internationalactivity.

400 Seventh St. SW Seealso33U.S.C.1471.

The Coast Guard will accept writ- Washington, D.C. 20590-0001
ten comments on the proposed rules http:t/www.uscg.mil/hqtg-m/ 3Fora detaileddescription of introduced
until June 9, 1998. Make your views gmhome.htm species intheU.S.andtheirassociatedcosk_and
known and get your questions an- havoc,see Office of Technology Assessment,

swered. E-mail or write to the Coast 1See 63 Fed. Reg. 17,782 and NISA 16 Harmful Nonindigenous Species in the United

Guard at the addresses below. Be sure u.s.c. 47II. States(1993).

to include your name, address, the no-
tice number [USCG-98-3423], and the 2IMOMEPCResolution50 (31).adopted

A Place for States to Address

Exotic Aquatics
by Sharonne O'Shea

Sea Grant Legal Program

Because of its volume and the programs can elaborate upon the skel- Two different types of preemption
shortened voyage times of modem ves- etal federal program and protect vulner- exist: explicit and implied. As the name
sets, ballast water is one of the leading able state resources in areas left un- suggests, explicit preemption occurs
sources of aquatic species introduction.I touched by the federal statute, such as when Congress states within the law an
Exchanging the ballast water on the coast-wise trade or the pet trade. With intention topreempt state lawon atopic.
high seas may reduce the number of major ports along the Mississippi as Implied preemption is more common
species in ballast tanks and thereby de- well as numerous waterways along the and more vague. "Determining when
crease the opportunity for an introduc- Gulf Coast, Louisiana is particularly courts will find preemption, and what

,tion. In 1996, Congress passed the Na- susceptible to the transfer of aquatic, effect they will give it, is often compli-
tional Invasive Species Act (NISA) to exotic species and may want to consider cated and not readily predictable. It is
do just this.2 Among its provisions was state legislation in this area. above all a matter of statutory interpre-
the establishment of a voluntary, ha- ration and is highly text-specific, turn-
tional ballast exchange program to be What is preemption.'? ing on the language, structure and put-
implemented by the Coast Guard.3 The Supremacy Clause in Article pose of the federal regulatory scheme
Until recently, however, ballast dis- VloftheU.S. Constitution gives prior- at issue."7
charge regulation was a state preroga- ity to federal law. "Obviously, the ef-
tive.4 fect of this clause is not for all federal Implied preemption has three sub-

law to supersede all state law. Federal categories. The first, often called the
Often, the creation of afederalleg- law supersedes state law only to the occupied field, exists where a system

islative scheme prohibits, or at least hin- extent necessary to give it its intended of federal regulation is so pervasive that
ders, development of state laws. In effect."5 In fact, "when a State's exer- Congress left no room for states or that
times of tight fiscal resources, more- cise of its police power is challenged the federal interest in that field dotal-
over, states have no incentive to take under the Supremacy Clause, 'we start nares to the exclusion of state laws on
on a subject already addressed by the with the assumption that the historic the subject.S The next form exists where
federal government.As this article will police powers of the States were not to state law would frustrate the accom-
demonstrate, carefully crafted stateteg- be superseded by the Federal Act un- plishment of federal purposes. In effect,
islation can avoid the common prohi- less that was the clear and manifest put- state law is an obstacle to achieving fed-
bition of preemption. Moreover, state pose of Congress.'" 6
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eral goals.9 An actual conflict is the third environmentally sound control methods only topics addressed in a regulatory
form of implied preemption. This arises to prevent, monitor and control unin- fashion. Studies and technology devel-
in situations where compliance with one tentional introductions of [non-indig- opment are included forother areas, The
law necessarily results in violating the enous species] from pathways other pet trade, aquaculture, and coast-wise
other. 20 than ballast water exchange; to under- shipping are but three means of aquatic

stand and minimize economic and eco- species introduction left untouched by
Consequences of Preemption logical impacts of[non-indigenous spe- N1SA's regulatory scheme. Moreover,
When a state law is found to be cies]; loestablish aprogramofresearch outside the Great Lakes, the ballast ex-

preempted by a federal one, the state [,] development and assistance to states change program isvoluntary at this time
law is unconstitutional and invalid, in the management and removal of ze- and gives much discretion to the ship's
However, finding preemption repre- bra mussels." master becasue ballast water serves to

sents no small matter due to the signifi- stabilize a ship on the high seas. Dur-
cant implications for federal and state Most Congressional testimony ing the exchange of the water, this sta-
relations. In sum, it is politically un- laudsNISAasamuch needed efforl and bility may be compromised and can be
pleasant for federal officials to give the illustrates havoc stemming from an ex- dangerous in stormy weather or rough
impression that they are usurping a tra- otic species introduced to the home state conditions. AIlowing the master dis-
ditionally state-heldprerogative. Con- of the speaker. However, some testi- cretion ensures the crew and cargo
sequently, courtsdo their best torecon- mony suggests uniformity as a goal-- safely.
cile the two statutes, rather than strik- despite the conspicuous absence of uni-
ing one down.12 formity from the goal statements. For In one case, voluntary guidelines

example, "in the interest of maintain- established by a trade organization were
Does N1SA preempt state law? ing a level playing field nationally, the acknowledged by a federal agency as
Generally, NISAdoes notpreempt Coast Guard has authority to issue the sufficient, if followed. Consequently,

statelaw. Certainly a state might enact same guidelines as regulations in re- the agency did not develop a separate
a law which runs afoul of preemption gions where a review of ship records set of regulations. The court found that
if the legislature was careless. How- reveals poor cooperation with the vol- this type of arrangement had no pre-
ever, as demonstrated below, even untary approach. Thus, the maritime eruptive effect over state laws address-
within NISA's primary focus of ballast industry would see only one set of rules ing the same product safety concerns.20
water exchange, there is room for state nationally."24 Moreover, due to the in- While factually distinguishable, the
activity.J2 ternational nature of the maritime in- case does suggest that self-regulation of

dustry, assurances were made that"the compliance by an industry, even with
The text of NISA does not explic- bill now explicitly requires the equal federal acknowledgement, does not dis-

itly preempt state law. As for implied treatment of U.S. and foreign-flag op- place state regulatory authority in the
preemption, the U.S. Supreme Courtin erators and encourages consistency of area.
Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. v.State Energy our guidelines with any international
Resources Conservation & Develop- regulatory regime established through With some mental acrobatics, a
ment Comm'n, 23set forth a four part the IMO [InternationalMaritime Orga- court might reach the contrary conclu-
analysis applied here to NISA. A re- nization]."25 sion. A court could interpret NISA as
viewing court will look for 1) the in- endeavoring to leave an area unregu-
tention and aim of Congress as revealed The text both supports and contra- lated, similar lo some labor relations
by statute and legislative history, 2)the dicts uniformity as an objective. For practices under the National Labor
pervasiveness of the legislative scheme, example, actions taken under the Clean Regulation Act. Simply because Con-
3) the nature of the subject matter as WaterAct are specifically exempted.26 gress has not created a vast regulatory
traditionally state or federal, and 4) the Crude oil tankers and some passenger web does not mean that the subject is
ability of both laws to coexist without vessels are also exempted.t7 Regula- open to states. Maybe Congress only
serving as obstacles to one another, tions may be promulgated on a regional wanted a reporting statute and intended

level, rather than national, by the Coast for the subject to remain unregulated
Intention of Congress: Guard.iS Yet, the law requires unifor- and open to market forces. On the sub-
Expressing the aim and intention mity with international regimes of bal- ject of aquatic species transport, how-

of Congress are several purposes found last discharge that may develop.t9 ever, such a conclusion is at odds with
at 16 U.S.C. §4701 (b): "to prevent un- the stated purposes.
intentional introduction...of [non-indig- Pervasiveness of Regulation:
enous species] into waters of the U.S. Any court would be straining to Subject Matter:
through ballast water management...; to find that the federal scheme embodied Determining the nature of NISA's
coordinate [federal research], preven- in NISA pervasively regulates the in- subject matter is more than an aca-
lion, control, information troduction of aquatic nuisance species, demic, semantic exercise. Howacourt

dissemination...regarding [aquatic nui- Ballast exchange reporting, and actual conceives of the statute significantly
sance species]; to develop and carry out exchange in the Great Lakes, are the impacts whether the statute addresses

4=7] LouisianaCoastalLaw-Number72-May, 1998 _J



traditionally state or federal areas of tion regulates an area of traditional state Consequently, NISA provides an
law. For, when an area is a tradition- occupation, such as coastal fishing, a initial first step in recognizing the in-
ally state regulated one, a presumption preemptive intent must be the "mani- troduction of aquatic species as an is-
against preemption exists.21 Four fest purpose" of Congress in order to sue ofnational significance and encour-
readily apparent categories include the beinferred.27 Additionally,"[t]heregu- aging responsible shipping practices.
following: admiralty and maritimelaw, latory power of a state extends not only Those states with the interest and the

international trade and treaties, fishand to the taking of its fish, but also over political will have significant room to
game, and pollution control, the waters inhabited by the fish."2s For tailora program to theirparticular needs

example, regulation aimed to protect and take pro-active, preventive action
Under the U.S. Constitution, admi- salmon, sea turtles, or oysters would be to maintain aquatic resources and habi-

ralty and maritime law are reserved for an exercise of state police powers. A tat.
the federal government.22 Exceptions state could regulate ballast water to pre-

are made where the subject is of local vent introduction of species which may aSee Officeof Technology Assessment,
interest, allowing states to legislate so compete with these significant native HarmfulNonindigenousSpeciesin the Uniled
long as it does not interfere with the species for habitat or food, for example. States(1993)."'[A]tLeast367distinctly identifi-
federal system. Some examples include abletaxonomicgroupsofplantsandanimalshave
port regulations and safety in local har- Pollution control is the province of beenfoundin theballastwaterof ships arriving

bors, torts by vessels within local ports, states, although Congress has enacted inOregon from Japan," Id at 82.
safety inspections, local pilotage laws, a number of federal laws under which
and local quarantine laws.23 States have state and federal governments share re- 216u.s.c. §4701,etsec,

been regulating ballast discharge in this sponsibility. Recently, the Washington

fashion for over 100 years in order to State Pollution Control Hearing Board 3Seearticleoutlining the programin this
protect their harbors. In specifically had the opportunity to address whether issue.
addressing ballast water, a focus on a live, non-native salmon raised for

possible spread of waterborne disease aquaculture purposes but escaped from 4SeeO'SheaandCangelosi."Trojan Horses
from discharge of water likely falls un- pens are considered pollution. The inOurHarbors:Biological Contaminationfrom
der the state's police power to protect Board found that these escaped Atlan- BallastWaterDischarge," 27 Univ.ToledoL.
the health of its citizens, tic salmon, as biological materials, met Rev.381(1996).

the definition of "pollutant" under the

International trade and treaties are Clean Water Act (CWA) and, as aquac- 5Schwarzer,FederalPreemption." A Brief

federal prerogatives.24 Ballast ex- ulture, also embodied the statutory ex- Analysis, 1997.
change was an international concern as ample of "agricultural or industrial

early as 1973 during discussions pre- waste."29 An exemption is created un- 6Ray v. ARCO,435U.S.151(1978).
ceding the MARPOL Convention. This der the CWA for discharges from ships,
attention was primarily due to ballast although a state program which wished 7Schwarzer, _,S._0.p__,n. 5.
water's potential for spreading disease, to undertake permitting biological pol-

In July, 1991 the IMO adopted Resolu- lutants could do so as the CWA gener- 8Rice v.SantaFe Elevator Corp.. 331 U.S.
tion MEPC.50(31) and established in- ally allows more stringent state pro- 2t8(1947).
ternational guidelines for preventing the grams. Such an approach, commonly

introduction of pathogens from ballast called a "dirty list," can be an enforce- 9Hinesv. Davidowitz,312U.S.52(1941).
water. These were published by the ment nightmare and as such is gener-

Coast Guard as voluntary guidelines in ally unpopular. Developing a "clean IOFforidaLbne&AvocadoGrowersv.Paul,
December, 1991, but were not made list," disallowing anything other than 373U.S. 132(1963).
part of the MARPOL treaty.a5 In Sep- certified organisms, would be easier to

tember, 1997, the IMO again addressed enforce but still requires substantial i)MerritlLynch, Pierce,Feaner,& Smith,
ballast mediated spread of harmful or- state resources to develop. Inc. v. Ware.414U.S.117(1973).

ganisms. The IMO again adopted guide-
lines and "requested the Marine Envi- The final consideration in a pre- 12Federalregulations alsohavepreemptive

ronment Protection Committee work eruption analysis is whether state law effectoverstate law.Hillxborough Co v.Auto-
towards completion of legally binding serves as an obstacle to the federal one. matedMedicalLaboratories,Inc.471 U.S.707
provisions ... in the form of a new An- The conflict must be actual, not poten- (1985). in short,a stateinterestedin enacting -'1

nex to Marpo173t78 ... [and] guidelines tial. 30Unless requiring something less non-indigenous species programwouldneedto
for their ... implementation with a view than the federal floor established by bearinmindthe regulatory provisions,notsire-
to ... adoption in the year 2000."26 NISA, it is difficult to conceive of a state ply payheedto thefederal legislation. Seethe

scheme that would conflict with NISA companionarticlein this issuefor furtherdetail
Regulation of fish and game within and still undertake to prevent introduced regarding theCoastGuard'sproposed rules.

state boarders is an exercise of state species.

police powers. Where federal legisla- _3461O.S.190(1983).
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Green Award

1079 (Cir 1, 1987). ment Protection Committee of the International

t4Sen. John Glenn, biIt sponsor, 142 Cong. Maritime Organization, HarmfidAquatic Organ-

Rec. S. 12399. 21 Schwarzer; also see Gregory v, Ashcroft, isms in Ballast Water (Sept. 24, 1997)
501 U.S. 452(1991).

15[d, 27Douglas v. Seacoast Products, Inc., 431
22Constitution Art. 11i, §2, c1.1.

U.S. 265 (1977).
m6U.S.C. §471 i.

2XRay v. ARCO, 435 U.S. 151 (1978),Tart 2835 Am. Jut. 2d Fish and Game §43.
17U.S.C. §471 I(c)(2). v.Commonweahh of Massachusetts, 949 F2d

490(Cir, 1, 1991), and 2 Am. Jut 2d Admiralty 2,) Marine Environmental Consortium v,

18U.S.C, §471 I+ §7 (1994). Washington, PCHB Nos, 96-257 through 96-266,

First Order on Summary Judgement Oct, 29,
24Constitution Art. VI, 2, cl,2. _997,

m9U.S.C. §471 t (f)(3).

2556 Fed. Reg. 64831. 3OGotdstein v, California, 412 U.S.

2ONationa/ Kerosene Heater Assoc'n v, 546 (1973).
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 653 E Supp 26Memorandum from the Marine Environ-

Green Award Rewards Environmentally
Friendly & Safe Shipping

by Quay McKnight and Sharonne O'Shea
There is a new set of eyes watch- on the shipowner's reputation, an in- steadily growing. At the end of 1996,

ing out for the marine environment: The valuable commodity for future business. 33 tankers aggregating 7.1 million dwt
Green Award Foundation. The Foun- had been certified. Those ships were
dafion "encourages safe and environ- The certification process has three entered by 14 owner/management corn-
mentally friendly shipping." The Green basic parts: panies from eight different countries.
Award Programme promotes a system 1. Compliance with international Another 36 applications were under re-
of higher standards for ship operation mandatory standards and rules; view at the time. Currently, the ports
while providing economic incentives to 2. Assessment of elements, includ- of New Orleans and Baton Rouge do
shipowners that meet Green Award Cer- ing crew management, that go beyond not participate in the Green Award
tification criteria, the mandatory safety andenvironmen- Programme.

tal standards and rules;

Promoting a"green image" of ship- 3. Demonstration of a clean record The Port of Rotterdam and the
ping improves both the quality of ship- regarding safety and environmental pro- Netherlands Maritime Directorate cre-
ping in addition to creating economic tection, ated the Green Award Program in 1991
oppommities for shipowners and ports. Certificates are valid for three and have provided funding for the pro-
For example, the State Ports Authority years. Annual audits ensure the basic gram since 1995. The Foundation, along
in Spain is a member of the Green criteria continue to be met aftercertifi- with the Bureau Green Award execu-
Award Programme. All ships with cation and failure to meet the criteria tire body, operates and administers the
Green AwardCertificatesaregranteda results in withdrawal of certification, program as an independent and non-
seven-percent discount onthe standard The first certificates were issued in profit organization with corporate rights
tariff when using Spanish ports. This 1994. Initially, the program was de- and its own Charter. For additional in-
benefits Spanish port development by signed for crude-oil tankers above formation on the Green Award
encouraging traffic while reducing the 50,000 dwL but currently it is open to Programme, contact the Bureau Green
risk of potentially dangerous and costly tankers above 20,000 dwt. An exten- Award at
accidents from poorly managed ships, sion of the certification program to bulk Marconistraat 16
Other rewards of the program include carriers and chemical tankers is set for P.O. Box 6638
rebates on harbor dues for docking at the turn of the century. 3002 AP Rotterdam
the Port of Rotterdam and the The Netherlands

PORTNET South African ports. A The number of certified ships and tel: +31 10 4897418.
"clean" image also reflects positively ports implementing the program is
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Scholarship

New Coastal Law Scholarship

TheLouisianaUniversitySeaGrant any field. In an effort to expand this year. Duringthistime, thestudentwould
LegalProgramis a rare opportunity for opportunity to a wider number of author one paper on a topic related to
law students with interest in coastal students, we endeavor to establish a coastal law issuesand make an informat
legal issues. Only a handful of similar scholarship fund. Already, alumni of presentationofthefindingstointerested
programs exist in the nation. Each the program have responded favorably members of the LSU and coastal
semester, we employafew law students to solicitation for donations. However, communities. Thisprovides the student
toassistusinresearchingissuesranging as you may be aware, legaleducation is with experience in coastal law and
from aquaculture and beach access to not cheap. Moreover, environmental evidence of their writing ability to
Natural Resources Damage experience often requires students to present to a future employer. It also
Assessments and water rights. Con- support themselves while interning, educates citizens on important coastal
stituent coastal community members, LSU'sSeaGrantLegatProgramwould issues.Finally,ascholarshipfundallows
coastal industries, and government like to make environmental work pos- us to expand the number of positions
agencies all request researeh from our sible for students from a variety of available,therebymeetingtheincreasing
organizationandpresentationsfromthe economic backgrounds. If you or your constituent demand for research on
students, organization areseeking an opportunity coastal issues and providing more

to make a worth-while, tax-deductible students with an opportunity for
The students enjoy an opportunity contribution, please consider our rewarding legal research.

to explore the realm of environmental scholarship endowment.
law in ways applicable to the coastal Forfurtherinformationonhowyou
communities of Louisiana and the ideally, the scholarship would can hetpmakethisscholarshipareality,
citizens who reside there. The students provide a qualified law student with an please contactJim Wilkins at 504/388-
also hone their research and writing interest in environmental and coastal 5931 or sglegal@lsu.edu.
skills, critical to the practice of law in issueswithtuitionforanentireacademic

I1 IIIII

In celebration of The Year of the Ocean, Sea Grant Legal presents:

Things You Can Do to Protect Our Oceans
information takenfrom www.yoto.com

Learn all you can. Read, surf the Internet and experience the ocean directly.

Be an educated consumer. Learn about the source and quality of your seafood.

Conserve water. Be careful when washing your car, watering your lawn, and running

the washer. Use a broom instead of a hose to clean your driveway or sidewalk.

Reduce household pollutants, especially herbicides, pesticides and cleaning products,
which are often harmful to the environment.

Recycle, reuse and reduce waste whenever possible. Composting is also beneficial.

Reduce automobile pollution by using fuel efficient vehicles or carpooling. Repair

oil and air conditioning leaks and recycle motor oil.

Protect the marine habitat. Don't dispose of plastic items or old nets or fishing lines
in or near water.

Be considerate of ocean wildlife. Don't feed sea animals or disturb their nesting

grounds. Support marine protected areas.

Get involved in your local community to help protect your environment. Take part in

a beach clean up or other ocean -oriented activities.

Care! Pass on your knowledge!
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New Director of Sea Grant Legal Named
On February 1, 1998, James G. issues. Jim is a graduate of the LSU as a member of The Scientific and

Wilkins became the new Director of Law Center and holds a B.S. degree Statistical Committee of the Gulf of
the Sea Grant Legal Program. In in Biology from Centenary College Mexico Fishery Management Coun-
addition, Jim was designated and an M.S. degree in invertebrate cil. Prior to law school, Jim was a
Associate Professor. He becomes Biology from Texas A&M research scientist at LSU and also
the fourth Director of the Sea Grant University. served as a permit analyst for

Legal Program in its 28-yearhistory. Louisiana's coastal management
He currently serves as Editor of program.

Jim previously served as The Louisiana Environmental
AssociateAttorneywiththeSeaGrant LawL.__y_,legalnewsletteroftheEnvi- Louisiana Sea Grant and

Legal Program, focusing on coastal ronmental Law Section of the Louisianians are indeed fortunate to
zone management, public trust, Louisiana State Bar Association and have Jim as Directorofthe Sea Grant
fisheries, and marsh management Legal Program.

Sea Grant Legal has found its home on the World Wide Web?

Check our home page out at
,/ ..//

http://www,lsu.edu/guests/sglegall ";
: _ : _ -_...... "....." or E-Mail us at, ".... ".... : " _"__

sglegal@lsu.edu
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